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feral (adjective) definition and synonyms | Macmillan
Dictionary
Borrowed from Middle French féral, from fer + -al, or borrowed
from a Late Latin fer?lis, from Latin ferus feral (comparative
more feral, superlative most feral).
FERAL | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary
Feral definition, existing in a natural state, as animals or
plants; not domesticated or cultivated; wild. See more.

Importance Differences Between Stray And Feral Cats-And How
You Can Help! - Cole & Marmalade
Define feral (adjective) and get synonyms. What is feral
(adjective)? feral ( adjective) meaning, pronunciation and
more by Macmillan Dictionary.
feral - Dictionary Definition : omiqoluvipyz.gq
A word that basically means you went insane and acted like a
feral animal might.
Urban Dictionary: Feral
Feral animals are wild animals that are not owned or
controlled by anyone, especially ones that belong to species
which are normally owned and kept by people.
Feral () - IMDb
When animal control finds a feral dog, they have to handle it
very carefully because the animal is so wild that it's
probably afraid of humans and likely to bite.
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As feral cats multiply quickly, it is difficult to control
their Feral. Animal shelters attempt to adopt out feral cats,
especially kittens, but often are Feral with sheer numbers and
euthanasia is used.
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A blossoming teenager uncovers the dark secret behind her
traumatic Feral. Please fill out all required fields.
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